Design a Humanities themed cake
/ set of cupcakes
 We love a cake in Humanities and know how amazing
and wonderful you all are at baking and decorating.

 We will hold the cake competition in HU2 at
lunchtime on Monday 25 February

 There will be entries accepted for KS3 / KS4&5 and
Staff

 To successfully be entered you must:
 Have decorated the cake yourself
 Have a Humanities theme to your cake ie. it
must be linked to….. History, Geography, RS,
Psychology or Sociology

 You may have an individual entry or a joint entry

Create a Masterpiece & paint a rock!
 There is a craze at the moment to paint rocks and hide them for
people to find. We would like to see what you can do!

 Here are some examples, but you can paint it to reflect any
aspect of Humanities.

 To do this you will need to find a nice, flat pebble. Use paints or
permanent pens and some clear nail varnish to go over it.
(All entries are due to Miss Jordan in Hums 2 by Monday 25 February)

 The English language is constantly changing and a lot
of different cultures and races are having input into how
our speech is developing and why.

Make a new
Humanities
word

 We would like to challenge you to create a new word
and define that word, for example:
 Snanachy…….the complete panic that engulfs the
English at the smallest snowflake (related to weather –
Geography).

 The stranger and more unique the better but must not
be rude, crude or offensive and must relate to
Humanities.

(All entries are due to Miss Jordan in Hums 2 by Monday 25 February)

 In Humanities we are looking for an few amazing Mascots
that can either be used across Humanities or can be subject
specific ones:

Design a
Humanities
Mascot

 History / Geography/ RS / Psychology / Sociology

 You need to design and name your mascot:
 It needs to be bright / colourful and needs to have some link
or reference to Humanities in it.

 Remember you MUST NOT draw Prophets but you can use
symbols, people, animals and patterns to create it.

 It must be clear enough to be shrunk onto a sticker but can be
up to A5 size when handed in.
The winning Design will be created into a reward sticker.

(All entries are due to Miss Jordan in Hums 2 by Monday 25 February)

